
a. The triple cairn a{ter reconstructim, cairn C in the foreground and the rectangular
cairn at right centre. lM. Plantf

b. Faience bmds. Le{t and centre from Stanton Nloor, right from rectmgular caim.
The first two are almost white, the othm is turquoise co.l,oured. lM- Plant)
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A TRIPLE CAIRN AND A
RECTANGULAR CAIRN OF THE

BRONZE AGE ON BEELEY MOOR
By JEFFREY RADLEY

Introd,uction

f N 1966 R. Carr of Chesterfield discovered a surface scatter of charcoal,
! cremated bone and fragments of a bronze age cinerary urn around a
lrecently excavated hole on Beeley Moor. A detailed examination of the
vicinity revealed what may be two of the most significant prehistoric
monuments in the Pennines.

The recent hole proved to be in the bottom of an earlier robbery trench,
in the centre of a low cairn which was surrounded by a fragmentary kerb.
This cairn proved to be attached to another kerb which appeared to
enclose a large oval cairn. At some time in the last decade this oval cairn
was devastated by a "treasure-hunter", who had gutted the centre of the
mound and left a chaotic scatter of rubble which almost obscured the
fact that it was an archaeological site. It is extraordinary that such illegal
excavation can still occur, without being seen, and in spite of the care
taken by the landowners, the Chatsworth Setflement Trustees. It is
unfortunate that this robbing has undoubtedly removed important
evidence, but sufficient remained to permit a reasonable restoration of
the monument.'

The site
The site was excavated from June to November 1967. This included the

removal of all the disfurbed rubble and almost total excavation of the
remainder of the site. The monument was reconstructed with all the cairn
material being returned at random, but where a kerb stone had fallen
it was only moved through 9oo, even though the final upright position may
be off the general line of the kerb. No attempt was made to make up any
gaps in the kerb or to tidy the general plan.

Part of Beeley Moor forms a large triangle between the Beeley and

1 The writer would like to acknowledge his indebtedness to the Chatsworth Settlement Trustees
foc permission to excavate, and to the following for their unstinted help in the excavation: M. Pla-nt,
A. Miller, R. Carr, and M. Murphy. Thanks are also due to C. Simms of the Yorkshire Museum,
York, for idmtifying tho bones; to J. P. Heathccte for making his collections available for study,
and for permission to photograph his faience be"ads, and to G. Willmott, Keeper of the Yorkshire
Museum, for permission to draw the Dadey um.
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o TRIPLE AND RECTANGULAR CAIRNS ON BEELEY MOOR

Rowsley to Chesterfield roads and the west-facing millstone grit "edge"
which is called Raven Tor at its summit. It overlooks the junction of the
Wye and Derwent valleys and commands a gog!-vi9w-o-f Stanton Moor
z miles to the south-west. The main monument (SK 281668) is located just
below the summit at r.rz5 ft. O.D. on a south-facing slope and very close
to the "edge". Two smaller mounds lie a few yards to the west and
north-east.

3

rO - Cairn

O - Circle

F - Faience bead

Frc. r. Map of B,eeley and Stanton N[oors.

The main site was stripped of peat and vegetation by the extensive
1959 fires and the re-vegetation of the area is only partly completed.
Ex-cavation has shown that an avera€Je of 8 in. of silt and soil has formed
since the bronze age on top of the cairns and over the area immediately
adjacent to it. This soil cover and lack of vegetation, the frequent natural
boirlders and quarry spoil heaps help to explain why the site has not been
previously recorded, although- seveial local archaeologists claim to have
known of the site for at least ten years.
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The ry67 excauation
Cairn A was excavated in quadrants and proved to be a haphazardly

constructed mound z7 ft. in diameter and z ft. high. The kerb was flattened
on the western side where a medieval lead bole was inserted into the
cairn. A hollow pack-horse way undermined the north-west side and caused
part of the kerb to slip out of line, leaving only the eastern half of the
kerb reasonably complete. The central, and presumably primary, burial
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Fro. z. The triple cairn shorving tie disturbed area (enclose<i bt, a broken line)
and the frosition of the sections.

was a cremation with an urn (fig. z. r) which originally was set in a rough
cist, placed on one stone and covered by anotherlargei one (fig. 4). ParIy
demolished by the robbery hole, a secondary burlal was'f6und in tht
hard compact natural yellow sand beneath th6 cairn, which showed signs
of incipient podsolisation. Five feet south of the primary burial an urned
cremation (fig. z. 3) had been inserted into the-top of the mound, and
was placed on a flat stone. Two small groups of bronze age pottery were
found between rocks in undisturhed positions (fig. z.a and b).

The kerb of cairn A abuts on to the kerb of cairn B, and where the two
kerbs meet on the north side, parts of a small enclosure could be seen
on the surface. Excavation first revealed outside this enclosure a tiny
cremation on a small slab set on the outside of the kerb (fig. z. 4) in froit
of a particularly large vertical stone. Adjacent to it on the east was a
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flat stone which covered a small lense of charcoal. In the corner, the
enclosure proved to be 3 ft. 6 in. by z ft. 3 in. internally and, sealed
beneath a-layer of compact stones, was a small urned cremation, but
with part of the base r ft. away (fiS. z. S).

te sand

A

Peat

0 5 20
SCALE FEET

Frc. 3. Sections through the triple caim shown ot fi,g. z.

Because of the disturbed nature of the site, cairn B was excavated in
two halves and proved to occupy only part of the oval heap of rubble.
The kerb is roughly circular and z6 ft. overall, and about 3 ft. high,
with an inner kerb zo ft. overall. The mound, where it was intact, was
carefully constructed of layers of large flat gritstone slabs with lesser
stones in the gaps. Most of the centre of the mound had been previously
dug out and some large slabs, which may have been horizontal, are now
standing on end, but may have been originally in this position, forming

B

C

robbed
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a large cist. Parts of the central cremation (fig. 2.6) were found scattered
over 35 sq. ft., and some large pieces of urn and bone were found hidden
beneath a recumbent stone in a "Boots" paper bag. Part of the southern
sector was left intact in case the buried soil horizon should be of interest
to future ecologists. No other burials were found.

Cairn B appears to be attached to cairn C but unfortunately an important
part of the kerb, where the two cairns touch, has been destroyed by the
robbing. Cairn C, which was excavated in two halves, is roughly circular,
measuring z5 ft. overall, 3 ft. high, and with a single complete kerb. The
primary burial has been totally removed unless it was off-centre; fig. z. 7
represents a part of it. Six inches beyond the east end of the robbery
trench there was a small cremation on a flat stone in the top of the mound
(fl1. 2.8). A small group of bronze age sherds was found near the surface
of the mount but below the peaty soil cover at fig. z. c. Outside the east
part of the kerb a small, deep set natural rock had been linked to the
kerb by a compact layer of stones and one vertical slab but no remains
were found (fig. z. d).

The structure of the triple cairn
The central cairn is the most complex structure. The double kerb was

carefully made with weathered tabular slabs of gritstone often placed
so that slopes and angles of stone ends interlock with adjacent stones.
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Sections through the buriais showirng the pottery (black)
and bone (open triangles).

Frc. 4
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THE FINDS
A. The burials (Numbers as on fig. z)

r. Cremation with urn
A large stone z ft. z in. x r ft. 8 io. x ro in. was set in a disturbed area of cairn A

with charcoal, bone, and sherds of cinerary urn around it. Beneath this stone was a
smaller one. The fresh breaks on the sherds suggest that a small cist was probably
opened in the last century, the urn broken and thrown back.

About 9 oz. of cremated bone was recovered including the roots of 4 teeth, and a
few large fragments of charcoal. The bones belong to an adult of 16-25 years.

Several hundred lragments of pottery were recovered belonging to a large cinerary
urn with the rim up to 15 mm. thick and the body 9-rr mm., probably over 30 cm.
high. The orange-brown fabric has a black core and numerous large grits. The rim
has a pointed top in place of the more usual bevelling, decorated inside with two rows
of whipped cord-impressions. There are two rows of cord-impressions above and below
cord-impressed triangles, on the outside. Fig. 5. r is a tentative reconstruction showing
two ridges round the body. It is not possible to say whether the urn was upright
or whether it had held the cremation.

2. Cremation with urn
The recent robbery hole in cairn A had removed most of this burial, but the lower

part remained, embedded in the partially podsolised soil beneath the cairn, which
must have formed since the burial. There was no sign of a pit. A few large bones,
over 6o fragments of cinerary urn and one or two bits of charcoal were recovered. The
g oz. of cremated bone come from an adult of about z5 years.

The pottery is a typical orange-brown fabric on a dark core, 12 mm. thick, and
full of crushed sandstone and quartz. One large piece has a bevelled rim and an external
decoration of crudely incised pendant triangles (fiS. S. z), probably c. 25 crn. diameter.

3. Cremation in urn
This secondary burial was surrounded by vertical stones and rested on a flat stone

r ft. 3 in. x r ft. 3 in. x 4 in. The cremation was contained in an upright urn intact
to a height of 7-8 in. Above this was 5-6 in. of dark soil with numerous roots. The
cremated bone was concentrated in the bottom of the urn, while the upper part was
filled with stones and soil and some bone. The zo oz. of bone, including 4 worn teeth,
come from an adult over 25 years.

The urn was partly crushed and must have been ro-rr in. high vvhen complete.
The orange-brown fabric has a smooth surface ruptured by large gritstone inclusions.
The rim is irregular and has an incipient collar (fi9. 5. 3).

4. Cremation in urn
Below 8 in. of silt and outside cairn A was an inverted urn 3 in. deep and 5 in. wide

on a stone 7{ in. square. The urn heid fine sand and small stones with only traces of
charcoal and no bone.

Roots have broken much of the urn into small fragments but a few large pieces
remain. The top of the urn appears to have been ground down, and some of the urn
is missing. The urn is brick red on a dark core and was about 15 cm. wide, with 8 mm.
thick walls. The paste is finer than usual and is free from grit save for one piece of
flint 9 mm. long. The urn appears to have been globular and the upper part was
decorated with a narrow cord-impressed necklace of triangles (fiS. O. +).
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5. Cremation in urn

Below a 6-in. layer of silt and stones was an upright urn standing on two small stones.
The urn contained charcoal-rich sand with a few flecks of bone. Part of the base was
r ft. away below the stony layer.

The urn is 14 cm. high and 13 cm. wide, and the fabric is typical with quartzite
inclusions. There are faint traces of whipped cord-impressed triangles resting on a
horizontal line which almost touches the vestigial shoulder ridge (flg. 6. 5),
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Frc. 6. Grave goods Irom the 'triple cairn and parallels 4{ as for fig. z, 7 Stanton Park
{ood vessel' t tHu?['fl.,3i':":ri;":r;?,t.bv c' Grego, v'

6. Crcmation and. urn

The primary burial of cairn B is represented by the thrown-out remains of the
recent robbery, and the bag of bones and sherds. The 8 oz. of large bone fragments
include large pieces of skull, jawbone and parts of 5 teeth of a young adult.

The urn is represented by a considerable quantity of sherds, and has the large size,
sharp rim and decoration of no. r. Three sherds show that this urn also had at least
one slight horizontal ridge, but differs from no. r in having incised cross-hatching
on the body of the urn (fig. 6. 6).

7. Ctemation and, urn

This is possibly part of the primary burial of cairn C and was found between two
stones at the base of the cairn. Only a few nondescript pieces of cremated bone and
charcoal were found. The sherds are Z-ro mm. thick, and the fabric is similar to the
other urns. One sherd has part o{ four rows of cord-impressed lines which may belong
to a pendant trirangle.
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8. Cvemation
A secondary burial on a flat stone rr in. x rr in. and one foot deep. The inverted-

saucer-shaped deposit of bones on the stone held a mass of tiny bone fragments. One
thin fragment of skull suggests a child. The deposit also yielded a few tiny fragments
of cinerary urn pottery.

g. urn
A secondary urn from high up on cairn C was found several years ago by the late

Mr. C. Gregory of Pilsley. It is noted here, but is excluded from the discussion because
of the lack of details relating to its discovery. The urn is oval shaped, rz.z cm. high
and n.z cm. across its rim (fiS. 6. 9). The fabric is red-brown, thin and quite well
made. The decoration is confined to cord-impressed zigzags on the collar and body. The
well defined collar and slight shoulder suggest a late form.

B. Other finds
r. The medieual lead bole

There are numerous remains of lead boles on Beeley Moor wherever a place is
exceptionally exposed to the wind. There are several boles near Raven Tor (SK z8167z,
284674, etc.) and one was made in the west-facing end of cairn A. A hollow was

scooped out of the cairn and the kerb was levelled, perhaps to be used as a threshold
to the hearth. The hearth deposit, S ft. S in. x z ft. 6 in., was made up of layers of
slag and charcoal 6-8 in. thick. There was no evidence of a proper wall, but stones
with signs of burning and fusing, and coated in lead slag were spread over a con-
siderable area which might suggest that the bole was used several times. In the soil
around the cairn were small quantities of slag and one piece of melted lead which
may represent one "tapping" of the bole.

The lead ore was brought by pack-horses from the High Peak, and local fuel was

used. The ore and fuel were piled up and surrounded by a crude kiln-like structure
with a flue to concentrate the draught. Boles were not used after the late r6th
century.2

2. Group of bronze age sherds

Five fragments of typical fabric were found between two large stones in cairn A
(see fig. z. a). The sherds belong to an urn with walls 6-7 mm. thick. Similar sherds

were found nearby (fig. z. b).

3. Group of bvonze age shelds
A dozen typical sherds were found near the surface of cairn C (fig. z. c).

4. Clay-pipe stem
This was found down the inner side of the inner kerb of cairn B. It had probably

slipped down a crack between the stones.

5. Piece ol flint
The only piece of flint from the site was found in the disturbed earth in cairn B.

It is a large worked flake of mottled white flint, and may have been with one of the
burials.

6. stone marked "s Lott", found on the edge of cairn A. Another marked "F Lott"
was found nearby. They probably relate to early quarry allotments, some of which were

delimited by a bank and ditch.

2 Donald, M. 8., The History ol the Combany o! Minerals and, Battery Worhs, t565'r6o4, tg6r,
r48-9.

9
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The rectangular cairn
Twelve yards west of the triple cairn a group of vertical stones forming a

rectangle were noted in the early stages of the excavation, but it was
considered that it was unlikely to be ancient because of its shape and
because it might have been associated with the pack-horse ways which
pass on either side of it.

FE ET l0
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F-rc. 7. The rectangular cairn showing the upright stones (black), cre.rnati,on
(cross hatching) and the p,osition o,f the faience bead (black square).

When the area was, excavated it proved to be qn almost perfect rectangle,
9 ft. by 6 ft. overall and r ft. high $g. l).The interior had numer6us
horizontal tabular stones, some of which were carefully set behind the kerb
which is now incomplete. The small mound over-rides the edge of a large
slab of gritstone which may be part of the bedrock.

In the centre of this curious strucfure there was a shallow depression in
the nafural soil which was covered by a flat slab of rock. At a depth of
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r ft. beneath the stone was a saucer-shaped mass of black, greasy, compact
sand r ft. 9 in. across, which was full of large pieces of charcoal and a few
fragments of cremated bone. On top of this deposit and in the middle was
a segmented faience bead.

DISCUSSION
a. The triple cairn

The triple cairn is unique in having three conjoined cairns with such
elaborate-kerbs set more or less on the same axis, aligned N.E.-S.W. It
would appear that cairn C was made first and cairns B and A were
subsequenlly added, but it could be argued that one might expect the
most elaborate structure, that is cairn B, to be made first and then two
less sophisticated cairns added on either side. The missing poltion of the
kerb b-etween B and C might have been conclusive on this point because,
if the inner kerb of B rvas complete, it is possible that C was cut into
the side of B. As a result, it is not possible to say with complete certainty
what the order of building was, and the pottery types are not helpful on
this point.

Kerbs are by no means uncommon in Derbyshire, nor are similar stone
rings underneath cairns, but it is difi0cult to parallel the three attached
caiins-with-kerbs. There is no really close parallel but some of the Stanton
Moor barrows have vaguely similar features. T.16 was a cairn with a
rough form of kerb, with a lesser cairn attached to it on its north side'
T.z-had a double ring of large stones which were under the edge of the
mound, but in plan they look iather like the central cairn on, Beel-ey Moo1.'
No cairn is known in Derbyshire with such large and consistently regular
stones in height and thickness as the Beeley triple cairn.

No true parallels are known from Yorkshiie, but the complex cairn
on Great Ayton Moor (NZ 594rr5) is worth noting.' Attached to the late
neolithic mbund and chambered-tomb are two stone embanked circles,
one 28-30 ft. across and the other z5-27 ft. across. These dimensions are
similar 1o the Beeley Moor cairns, and the Great Ayton circles each
yielded cremations with urns from beneath fltt cap stones." The only area in Britain with several trip,l-e.barrows is Wessex, for
example, 

-near Amesbury, Bincombe, and Winterbourne Abbas' The
Everl'ey barrows have diiches joined in the same manner as the- Beeley
kerbs.-Where they have been-excavated they have proved to- be part
of the Wessex cuiture. It would seem, therefore, that the Beeley triple
cairn is the northernmost example of this form of burial and_!9 probably
a single structure in conception like the triple barrow south of Woodhenge,
whic[ is surrounded by a-single ditch which gives the group unity'

3 J. P. Heathcote, D.A.J., LVII (rq:6), 27-42i LI (r93o), r-44.
n ii. H. rtiv"., ine chimbered c,ilin . . . oi Great Ayton Moor, Scarborough and D.A.S. Research

Report, no. 7, a967.
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b. The uhi,te sand,
The thick layer of white sand under each cairn was proved by excavation

to be confined to the cairns. Charcoal was mixed with the white sand in
cairns B and C suggesting that the white sand was placed as a covering
for the area as part of the process or ritual of making the cairns. Unfortun-
ately, all three primary burials had been disturbed and no other burial
bore any relationship to the white sand.
_ \iley_las described a similar deposit under a barrow on Harland Edge,
Beeley l\{oor, and an analysis of the sand proved that it was produCed
by artificial means.' It may have been produced during the eicavation
of the primary burial pit, but other brtrials with food vessels were also
sealed by the white sand.

When Bateman excavated the barrow called Hob Hurst's House, also
on Beeley Moor, he found a large rectangular enclosure in the centre
measuring ro ft.3 in. x 9 ft., made with large vertical stone slabs and
with the floor covered in a layer of white sand and with a cremation in
the corner.o The enclosure has been regarded as a sub-megalithic cist,,
but it did not have any capstones, and, lacking any othei evidence, it
seems reasonable to suggest that it is related to the people rvho made the
Harland Edge barrow and the triple cairn, since all have a white sand
lay_er, _evidence of cremation, and the last two have similar large slabs.

On Stanton Moor only two cairns (T.z and T.3) have yietded a thick
layer of white sand.' Under T.z, the layer was 4-B in. thick, and under T.3
the. sand ,was 3-6 in. thick with some burials in pits cut through the
white sand.

c. The pottery
The urns with burials r, 6 and 7, i.e. the primary burials, appear to be

similar in form. They are large, well-made, and have a sharp upright
rim. The urns appeai to have"a simple profile, being probably^bicbniial
or barrel-shaped with two small raised cordons abouf a third and two-
thirds of the way down the urn. For decoration, they have two lines of
cord impressions inside the rim, and outside cord-impressed pendant
triangles with lines above and below. All the cord-impressions afe made
by whipped cord. The body of urn 6 has an incised lattice pattern but the
others are plain.

The secondary burials are accompanied by a variety of smaller vessels.
Urn z has crudely incised triangles on a piece of rim which could belong
to a normal collared urn, and since it was set beneath the white sand
(whether through rather than under is not known) it is probably almost
contemporary with the primary urn r. Urn 3 is quite different, for it
belongs to the early narrow-rimmed urn forms. Urn 4 is unfortunately

5 D. N. Riley, D.A.J., LXXXVI (rq66), Er-sr.
6 T. Bateman, Ten years' d,iggings, 186r, 87-8.
7 J. X. W. P. Corcoran, D.A.l., L){XY (r95il, gz.
8 Heathcote, tg3o, 22-32.
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incomplete but is again different; its thin-walled, well-made fabric and
narrow necklace of cord-impressed triangles set it apart from the normal
urn fabric. Urn 5 is a small food vessel which again-differs from the other
vessels. To summarize, then, there are the following forms:

3. Narrow-rimmed urn Urn 3
4. Small cinerary urn Urn 4
5. Food vessel Urn 5

The -primary urns conform to Abercromby's t-vpe 5, the cordoned or
hooped type, 9f wlich he quotes only one example fiom Derbyshire, found
at Darley Dale.n Since that time, another has been found in a disturbed
part of the Harland Edge cairn on Beeley Moor,'o and others can be
noted from Darley Dale. Jewitt figured five urns (fiS. B) from Stancliff,
Darley Dale, which is about a mile to the south of the triple cairn." The
five urns were found in_r87r, and sold at Derby in 1883, one finding its
y3y to the- Yorkshire Museum where Abercromby preiumably saw it.
This one- (flS. 8. 2,, 7nd fiS. 6. 8) is clearly a cordbn-ed urn, comparable
il ..lr",shqp9,and decoration to the triple cairn's primaries. Fig.-8. r is
similar and-fig. 8. 3 and 4 stand close to the same tradition. Fig. 8. 5
has two cordons, and a similar cord decoration to the rest but with plrhapi
"maggot" decoration on the body and four cord-decorated ribbon handlel.
The cordoned urns have several southern parallels, in particular the
Cornish ribbon-handled urns," which have a Wessex II context, but
normally have only two cord-decorated handles, for example the Crig a
Mennis urns." At Sheep Down pond barrow there are urns with cordons
with food vessels, narrow-rimmed urns, and fully collared urns, in a late
Wessex context.'n The cordoned urns from Scotland appear to be a
separate group-, _and the Beeley examples can be satisfactoiily explained
in the terms of Wessex contacts.

- The se,condary collared urn, :urn z, is represented by only one large
rim-sherd but the secondary narrow-rimmed urn, urn 3, is lilie the group
from the pond barrow defined as Sheep Down urns.r' A similar urn lvas
found in fragments below the Harland Edge cairn,'u and this must be
broadly contemporary with the three food vessels from pits r and z under
the same cairn.

Utr, 5 seems to be a food vessel used as an urn and is also in a secondary
position. Its simple form is paralleled by a food vessel, found in th-e

e J. Abercromby, Bronze age Pottery, tg12, 2, 32 and fig. 48r.
10 Riley, fig. ro. z.
1r L. Jewitt, Ceyamic art i,n Great Britain, 1878, I, figs. 7-ro,22.
12 IAdy Ai.len Fox, South-uest England, ry64, 77-8, ro7. The status of mdoned ums is at presefl,t

being reviewed by Mr. I. II. Longworth.
13 P. M. Christie, P.P.S., XXVI, 84, fig. 4. r.t4R. J. C. Atkinson, Arch, J., CVIII (r95r)1 r-e4. The urns with cordons, however, may not be

the same as Longworth's cordoned urns.
15 Atkins<xr, fig. 5. 19, zo.
16 Riley, fis. 8. s.
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digging of drains in Stanton Park (fig. 6.7)," whichiq slightly more rounded
andhis a slight impressed pattern on its vs5ligial ridge, qnd both resemble
the simple forms f?om the Harland Edge calrn. The SheeP Down pond
barrowhas one food vessel very like urn 5," and another with a vestigial
Yorkshire food vessel's stopped ridge.'t One food vessel occurs with
stopped ridges in the Harlan<i Edge cairn, which, with its_five food vessels,
comiares very well rvith the sfu food vessels Jrom Quernhow.'o The
Darley Dale iibbon-handled urn may owe its four handles, portrayed
by Jtiwitt as considerably smaller than the Crig a M,ennis examples, -to
a-fobd vessel influence. No doubt other parallels could be found, but the
mixed nature of the ceramic group from the pond barrolv adequately
demonstrates the contact with Wessex. Whether it is all or partly a south-
north contact or the reverse cannot be decided here.

Stanton Moor has no similarly complex cairn but several urns are
probably early. A r4-in. high flower pot typg of urn. with a cordon was
iound list cenfury with an 

-incense 
cup which has triangular openings-"

Both the urn, which has a single cordon and is like fi9. 6. 8, and the
incense cup are preserved in the Heathcote Museum, Birchover. The
incense cup can be related to similarly decorated incense cups from Wessex.
Longwortfi, who includes the Sheep Down urns in Els primary series of
collared urns, also includes urns from Stanton Moor, T.r,2,3, 13,20,2r,
6r and others."

d. The rectangwlar cairn and the laience bead

Both the rectangular cairn and its faience bead are unique on the east
side of the river. -One cairn form does not make a type, but there is a
parallel for the bead and a probable second rectangular cairn on Stanton
Moor.

Doll Tor circle has a fine dominant position and is 30 x 27 ft' with
six standing stones, two of which are now prostrate. Bateman cleared
the centre out and obtained three or four cinerary urns lvith as many
incense cups; he describes the urns as being mo_Le lile flower Pots-which
were more^ straight-sided than usual. Mr. _J. P. Heathcote obtained more
similar urns froir the circle in r93r-3." On the east side of the circle, a
mound 18 ft. in diameter had as its central feafure a roughly rectangular
enclosure formed by upright stones, measuring c. g ft. x 6 ft. overall.
Under a large flat ston6 in the centre was a cremation with- a segment-al
faience beadl Outside the enclosure and at the foot of an isolated upright
stone was an adult cremation with a star-shaped faience bead. This

r7 T. Bateman, Vestiges ol the antiquities ol Derbyshire, 1848, 85; Sheffield City Nluseum,

J. 93. &sz.
18 Atkinson, fig. +. r.
le Atkinson, fie. .s. +.
20 D. Watermaq Ant. .1., XXXI (r95r), r-24.
zt D.A.J., XIII (rfur), a5.
22 l. H. Longworth, P.P.S., XXVII (rq6r), z6:-1o6.
z3j. P. lr".li|otl,'n.A.i.,' ix (rqsqj,'rro'25.-ilr, Heathcote, in conversation, has asreed rvith

ttre #iit#s iuggust.a' s"qr.i." for DoiI 
-1"or, 

which may not involve much elapse of time.
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rectilinear feature is directly comparable to the Beeley barrow in form
and content so it seems reasonable to conclude that the star bead and its
burial represent another primary or satellite burial included before the
cairn was made. Two secondary urns in this mound are similar to the
urns from the circle which demonstrates that the circle is an annexe to
the mound. Since the pottery, however, is unlike the triple cairn's grave
goods, it is no help in dating the triple cairn.

One other barrow on Stanton 1\[oor which has a rectilinear outline,
40 x zo ft., is T.r3," which, it should be noted, Heathcote suggests was
probably two separate barrows but he could find no evidence of this.
Burial A is probably the primary, which was a cremation accompanied
by fragments of a collared urn and a bone toggle. Other secondary burials
also yielded collared urns and an incense cup. The bone toggle may be
a copy of a faience bead and is paralleled in Cornwall." Longworth has
placed the urns in his primary series.

Conclwsion
Many of the bronze age monuments of the Peak District are clearly

concentrated on the eastern side of the Peak, around the Derwent valley.
An examination of one part of this area, centred on Beeley Moor, shows
that two equally distinctive funerary monuments can be recognized in
the triple cairn and the rectangular cairn, the former being attributed to
the period before the main middle bronze age was established in
Derbyshire.

The triple cairn belongs to the small group of barrows rvhich have
yielded a variety of ceramics, which in this case probably derive from
Wessex prototypes. It is reasonably certain that there are no well-developed
"Pennine" urns from the cairns, and where parallels exist the urns appear
to be derived from a period when urns and food vessels were in con-
temporary use. Although the food vessel in the triple cairn is in a secondary
position, all the ceramics are probably very close in time. The white
sand inside the kerbs, several tons of it, is a distinctive feature which
is repeated in the cairn excavated by D. N. Riley, which yielded a similar
range of ceramics, and in Hob Hurst's House which has internal stone-
work of comparable magnitude to some of the stones in the triple cairn's
kerbs. The sand also occurs in T.z on Stanton Moor which yielded some
type of food vessel, suggesting that the white sand, although used else-
where, was emphasized in the local funeral rifual.

The rectangular cairn is a deliberate feature which can be matched
on a larger but less definite scale in T.r3 on Stanton Moor, and the Doll
Tor mound has several points of similarity. These three cairns have in
common the rectangular plan, cremated remains and the presence of two
segmented faience beads and one bone toggle. The close proximity of the

24 lje:"t};.c,ote, ry36, zg, Mr. Heathcote has told the writer tha.t he has critically re-examined the
kerb and has shown that it is not at all definite.

25 l-ady Fox, 1964, 73.
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Beeley rectangular cairn to the triple cairn probablv involves a relationship
of the smaller barrow being placed near an older larger monument, which
must have been quite conspicuous in the early days of its existence.

The cultural position of the new Beeley material appears to be reasonably
certain because of its Wessex connections, but the chronological position
will obviously be a matter of debate for some time to come. Longworth
favours a terminal date of c. r4oo n.c. for his primary series of collared
urns. The Darley ribbon handled urn, the T.r3 bone segmented bead,
and the form of the Beeley triple cairn can be attributed to the Wessex II
period, c. r55o-r4oo B.c. The C.r4 date for pit z in the Harland Edge
cairn at r4go+r5o B.c. (BM. r78) could place the food vessels in the same
bracket, but a C.r4 date of r75o+r5o B.c. (BM. zro) for pit 3, the central
pit of the same barrow might suggest a somewhat earlier date. An early
date for the collared urn from Barbrook II cairn circle of r5oo+r5o n.C.
may be in keeping with the pit 3 date.

One thing which emerges from this examination is the general poverty
of most of the burials. Bronze is very rare in the whole area, flints occur
occasionally, and there are a few beads and buttons. The triple cairn and
its pottery contributes more to the story of the apparent move outwards
from the limestone on to the gritstone in the Peak District, and provides
a useful assemblage of pottery forms.

c


